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ABSTRACT

Background
Profound socio-cultural changes in Grenland during the last 70 years have resulted in radical
changes in the health and well-being of the population. Suicide rates and mental health problems
have been rising, particularly among the young part of the Greenland Inuit. Previous research
has found that protective factors for mental health in the Arctic often are linked to traditional
activities and Inuit culture. Yet, most previous research has been assessing the youth in general,
and more knowledge is needed, on how the youth and young adults in Greenland differ.

Design and Methods
This thesis was made as a cross-sectional study with data from the Greenland Health Survey
2018 and included 658 respondents between 15-34 years. The thesis sought to investigate
how conditions in upbringing characterise Greenlandic youth and young adults with different
negative and positive mental health outcomes. This was done by latent class analysis with distal
variables.

Results
Four subgroups of youth and young adults were identified based on conditions in upbringing.
Class 1 (n=178, 27%) and Class 2 (n=164, 25%) were both characterised by a relatively low
probability of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) during upbringing and a high probability
of having grown up with strong ties to Inuit culture. These classes had the lowest probability of
negative mental health outcomes. Class 3 (n= 224, 34 %) grew up with the highest probability
of having experienced ACEs during upbringing and the highest probability of negative mental
health. Class 4 (n= 92, 14 %) had the lowest probability of having grown up with strong ties to
Inuit culture and the second-highest probability of an upbringing with ACEs.

Conclusion
Individuals growing up with the combination of an absence of ACEs and with strong ties to
Inuit culture have the best mental health outcomes. This combination fosters good mental health
independent of whether the individuals grew up in a settlement or town and independent of
Danish language proficiency. Individuals growing up with ACEs have the poorest mental health
outcomes. A significant proportion of the youth and young adults in Greenland have ACEs, and
the ACEs investigated often co-occur.

Keywords: Mental Health; Well-being; Greenland; Youth; Adverse Childhood Experiences;
Childhood conditions; Inuit culture; Traditional activities; Arctic; Arctic health; Latent class
analysis
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1 Introduction

Mental health problems present a great burden on the health of the global population. The World

Health Organization (WHO) has declared that mental health should be seen as an integral part

of health and well-being by stressing that: “There is no health, without mental health” [1]. In the

Mental health Action plan, WHO describes that by 2020 their vision is a world in which mental

health is prioritized worldwide by appropriate treatment, prevention and promotion. Moreover,

one of the targets is to reduce global suicide mortality by 10% before 2020 [1]. Despite this,

longitudinal data from 2016 showed that the total number of deaths from suicide had increased

by 6,7 % since 1990 [2].

For decades the Arctic regions and Greenland, in particular, have had some of the highest

suicide mortality rates in the world [2–4]. Due to the similar patterns between the Arctic

regions, collaborative research has been assessing mental health among the indigenous groups

in the Arctic. It has been found that protective factors for mental health often are connected to

traditional practice, knowledge and having strong ties to the community [5]. Studies suggest that

an upbringing with a strong connection to Inuit culture and traditions enhances mental health [6].

The Arctic regions have not always had a high prevalence of suicide mortality and mental health

problems. In Greenland, the suicide rates started to increase in the decades after 1950, which

were the year the Danish state initiated a program to turn Greenland into a modern welfare society

[7]. The increase has therefore been linked to the colonial intrusion and rapid modernization of

Greenland. The prevalence of mental health problems are especially seen among the youth and

are at present a significant public health issue in Greenland [8, 9].

Considering the high burden of mental health problems in Greenland and incorporating the

understanding of what is known about protective factors for mental health in the Arctic, the aim

of this study is to investigate how youth and young adults in Greenland can be divided into

meaningful subgroups based on conditions in upbringing. Moreover, to examine how mental

health differs in these different subgroups. Until now, research on mental health among the youth

and young adults in Greenland has mostly been focusing on the youth in general. However, this

study should give insight into distinct differences among subgroups of youth and young adults.

The results of this study should be useful for local health care workers and policymakers by

equipping them with a better understanding of the characteristics of the youth and young adults

in Greenland with poor mental health.
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2 Background

2.1 Greenlands population: History and cultural transition

Greenland is a self-governing part of the Danish kingdom and is the worlds largest island.

Despite the geographically large size, Greenland is only inhabited by around 56.000 inhabitants

where around 90 % are Inuit [4, 10, 11].

Figure 1: Map of Greenland Depicts

an overview of municipalities and

showing towns and larger settlements.

Retrieved from Statistics Greenland [10]

There are 17 towns in Greenland and approximately 60

smaller villages almost all situated along the west coast

[11]. However, due to the majority of the island being

covered by ice only a very small part of the country is

inhibited and 60 % of Greenland Inuit now live in one

of the five largest towns [9, 10]. Around 17.000 of the

inhabitants in Greenland lives in the capital Nuuk [11].

Despite the remote geographical location, the inhabitants

of Greenland have been in contact with European

explorers and whalers for centuries and even before

their colonisation by Denmark/Norway in 1721 [12].

Nevertheless, Greenland was still a relatively isolated

country until World War II. A country characterized

by a traditional Inuit culture, a strong connection to

the land and a livelihood centred around fishing and

hunting [11, 12]. The Greenland Inuit were at that

time, mostly living off and by the land as hunters and

fishers living in small villages and settlements [12].

After World War II, the Danish state had increased

incorporation and sedentarization of Greenland, which resulted in some severe disruptions

of the traditional life-ways [7]. By multiple researchers, rapid cultural transitions have been

described by acculturation, westernization, urbanization, migration and modernization [7, 12].

Terms that are also useful in understanding the transition occurring in Greenland.

Until 1979 the official policy of the Danish state was to assimilate Greenland, and the inhabitants

of Greenland were commonly referred to as ’Northern Danes’ [12]. This policy changed after the

introduction of home rule in 1979 to officially being integrationist, yet the increased involvement

by Denmark still resulted in radical societal changes in Greenland [12, 13]. Parallel with these

changes, Greenland has likewise undergone an epidemiological transition in the last fifty years.

Where communicable diseases are becoming less prevalent, non-communicable diseases (NCDs)

as, e.g. chronic diseases and mental health problems are on the rise [12–14]. In the period after

World War II, it was a political priority by Denmark to improve the physical health in Greenland
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[15]. By contrast to most places in the Arctic, the Greenland Inuit were never sent abroad for

treatment of, e.g. tuberculosis. Instead health personnel from outside, mostly from Denmark,

came to Greenland, which led to some improvements as e.g. a decrease in tuberculosis. However,

the sudden increase in migration to Greenland did also introduce a new lifestyle which among

other things led to: "(...)alcohol misuse, sexually transmitted diseases and decreasing respect for

the old ways" [16]. Surveys on the birth cohort of the Greenland Inuit born in post-colonial times

clearly show an increase in sexual abuse and alcohol-related problems in the childhood homes. In

the cohort from 1965-1995, more than 60 % reported having experienced alcohol-related problems

in their childhood homes [17].

The changes in mortality pattern occurring in Greenland becomes clear in the figure below.

This can be seen by the switch from a high prevalence of communicable-diseases to NCDs,

mainly through the decrease in tuberculosis and acute diseases and the rise in cancer and suicide.

Figure 2: Age-adjusted mortality rate from major causes of death in Greenland;
Men and women combined

Retrieved from Bjerregaard & C.V. Larsen (2018) [11]

2.2 Mental health and suicide in Greenland and Inuit regions

WHO has defined mental health as "a state of well-being in which the individual realises his or

her own abilities, can cope with the normal stresses of life, can work productively and fruitfully,

and is able to make a contribution to his or her community" [18]. Until half a decade ago,

the lifestyle and livelihood in Greenland were strongly connected to land-based activities and

traditional Inuit culture. However, after the 1950s, rapid changes have turned Greenland into a

modern country, the lifestyle and well-being of the Greenland Inuit have naturally been affected
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[16]. The psychological impact of adapting to a new culture has been studied by Berry and Kim

(1988), who describes that profound lifestyle changes can lead to acculturative stress. Berry has

described that acculturative stress can give rise to different health consequences as, e.g. lowered

mental health status, homicide, suicide, substance abuse, family violence, as well as changing

patterns of physical health [12, 19]. In Greenland, the mental health problems have been rising

in parallel with the shift towards a modern lifestyle and the disruption from the traditional

Inuit culture [12, 16, 20]. Young generations are growing up in a context very different from the

ones their closets ancestors grew up in. Having to balance and navigate between modernisation

and a traditional Inuit way of doing has, in particular, affected the mental health of the young

generation. Not only does the youth and young adults especially experience mental health

problems, but Greenland also has the highest proportion of young people among the Nordic

countries which further influence the magnitude of the mental health problems in Greenland [21,

22].

When assessing the rise in mental health problems in Greenland at a population level occurrence

of suicide has served as an available and essential measure for mental health status [12]. The

relatively recent rise in the suicide rate is not solely an issue in Greenland, but have occurred

in almost all Arctic regions [23]. Even though the suicide rates exceed the national averages in

most of the Arctic regions, distinct differences can be observed between sub-regions [7, 23]. In

Greenland, a study on time trends in suicide from 1970-2011 clearly shows how the rates have

become considerably higher in the Northern and Eastern part of Greenland and the lowest rates

are seen in the capital Nuuk [8]. Along with the rise in the suicide rate among the youth, a rise

can likewise be observed in suicidal thoughts and suicidal attempts. In an article about the health

in post-colonial Greenland, Bjerregaard and Larsen have described how suicidal thoughts and

attempts should "(...) not only be thought of as risk factors for suicide but as a general measure of

poor mental health" [15].

In the Greenland Health Survey from 2014, it was found that almost every fifth young person

between 18-29 years had attempted suicide within the last year. This number was 12,8 % in the

first Greenland Health survey in 1993, and have been continually rising since the first survey

[24]. With regard to committed suicides, the young men between 15-30, are having the highest

rates in the Greenland Inuit population [8]. In a study by Breinholt Larsen [25] he explains that

Greenlandic men, in general, find it more challenging to integrate into modern Greenlandic

society than women do. The difficulties of adapting to modern culture for the Greenlandic men

has been explained by, e.g. the "(...)loss of pride from the destruction of the hunting traditions(...)"

[12, p. 46]. This is in line with studies on protective factors for mental health, showing that

participating in land-based activities enhances mental health [6]. However, despite young men

predominantly committing suicide, the rates for suicidal thoughts and suicide attempts are

slightly higher for young women between 15-24 than for men in the same age-group. Almost
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one-fourth of the young women answered that they had attempted suicide within the last year

[17].

Regarding the underlying causes of suicide and suicidal thoughts and how those differ between

sexes, the paper ’Health aspects of colonisation and the post-colonial period in Greenland 1721

to 2014’ showed apparent differences between men and women [15]. Sexual abuse was the

strongest determinant for suicidal thoughts among women, where it was being exposed to

alcohol problems during childhood for men. Nevertheless, more research and knowledge is still

needed on the gender differences regarding suicidal thoughts and suicide attempts. However,

the statistics clearly indicate that noticeable differences exist between men and women when it

comes to suicidal behaviour and mental health problems [15].

2.3 Measuring mental health among the Greenlandic youth and young adults

No official number of individuals with mental health problems exists in Greenland, yet, a range

of studies have been trying to assess mental health in Greenland [12, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27]. In the

study ’Well-being among youth’ the researchers asked students from the senior classes about

whether they had one or more mental health problems, and found that 78 % of adolescent men

and 93 % of adolescent women reported at least one mental health problem [22]. However, in

addition to direct questions on mental health problems, a range of different measures have been

used to assess the mental health of the young Greenland Inuit. The Greenland Health Survey

has included questionnaires about the mood and feelings of the respondents within the last 14

days as well as questions about suicidal thoughts and attempts [24]. By looking at time trends

regarding the measurements of the feelings of the respondents: ’Trouble of sleeping’, ’feeling

fatigued’ and ’Depression’ have been decreasing between the surveys in 1999 and 2014. However,

the proportion who answers that they have felt ’anxious’ increased for both male and female [24].

During the last two decades, several studies on mental health have started to focus on the topic

of resilience [28]. A study on Norwegian Sami and Greenlandic Inuit youth found that physical

activity was fostering good self-rated health [26]. Another study on resilience used qualitative

method to study mental health and resilience among the youth in Paamiut, Greenland, where

the informants described how the following three factors were supporting their mental health:

1) to be proactive and actively seek help 2) to have concrete plans and wishes for the future 3)

To receive and give social support by talking openly about things and trust other people [27].

The vast majority of the studies on resilience have used a qualitative method. A mapping review

from 2017 found that 17 out of 25 studies on resilience had used qualitative method [28]. In spite

of the qualitative studies on resilience, quantitative studies with an emphasis on standardised

measurements have been dominating the research on mental health among youth and young

adults in Greenland [28].
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The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) has been widely used to assess mental health status

and has been used in all The Greenland Health Surveys in Greenland since 1993 with only one

exception in the survey collected between 2005-2010 [24]. In the study by Bjerregaard, Curtis,

et al. [12] they identified groups of robust (GHQ non-cases) and vulnerable (GHQ cases) and

found that the highest proportion of vulnerable people were in the age-group of 18-24 with 42%

GHQ-cases. The percentage of respondents who are characterised as GHQ-cases has been slowly

decreasing from approximately 35 % in 1999 to 32 % in 2014 [24]. However, for the young part of

the population between 18-34 years, the rates are still at a high level, especially among the young

women between 18-24 where almost 56 % were categorized as GHQ-cases in 2014 [24].

Previous studies on Greenland have suggested mental health and well-being to be associated

with demography and language proficiency [12, 17, 29]. In the study by Bjerregaard, Curtis,

et al. [12] found a slightly higher percentage of GHQ-cases in respondents who grew up in a

village/ hunter’s family compared to those who grew up in Greenlandic towns. Bjerregaard,

Curtis, et al. [12] described how the development had not yet reached the same level in the

Northern and Eastern part of Greenland as it had in the Western and Southern part of Greenland.

However, the study did not find a significant association between current residence and whether

respondents were characterized as GHQ cases or GHQ non-cases [12]. Moreover, the study also

found language proficiency to be associated with mental health status. 42 % of the respondents

who only spoke Greenlandic were characterised as GHQ-cases; in contrast, it was only 26 % of

those who were bilingual. That said, the researchers of the study believe that the relationship

between language proficiency and GHQ-status operates through other socioeconomic factors [12].

However, in a study on common mental health disorders in Greenland, the researchers found

that significantly higher prevalence of mental disorders among those who chose a Greenlandic

questionnaire than among the ethnic Greenland Inuit who chose a Danish questionnaire [29].

Nevertheless, since Danish was introduced as the language of administration, higher education

and technical matters, language proficiency naturally leads to some inequalities between

monolingual and bilingual Greenland Inuit [12]. However, the researchers recommend that

more socioeconomic factors should be included to obtain a thorough understanding of what is

causing mental health problems. Especially experiences and conditions in childhood have been

linked to mental health status during youth and adulthood.

2.4 Adverse childhood experiences

When assessing risk factors for mental health in Greenland and the Arctic in general, several

studies are stressing the importance of adverse childhood experiences (ACEs) [11, 21, 30, 31]. It

is well documented in the literature that ACEs have a substantial impact on the mental health

status as an adult, including the risk for depression and suicide [32]. ACEs include, among other

things: sexual abuse, emotional abuse, physical abuse, physical and emotional neglect, household

mental illness and household substance use [32]. In a study on Native American adolescents, the
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researchers linked depression and suicide attempts to ACEs such as abuse, neglect, witnessing

violence against one’s mother but also to historical loss associated symptoms [33].

The association between ACEs and mental health status have also been studied in a Greenlandic

context. In the study by Curtis et al. [30] violence, sexual abuse and health were analysed with

data from The Greenland Health Survey from 1993 and 1994. Here, Curtis et. al. found a

significant association between being a victim of violence or sexual abuse and mental health

problems. Furthermore, being a victim of violence or sexual abuse were associated with poor

self-rated health, especially for women. These findings are in line with some of the findings from

a more recent review on Child health in Greenland [31]. Among other things, this review assessed

risk factors for mental illness in adulthood and showed that "(...)failing care, disharmony, and

violence in the parental home" were significant risk factors [31, P.308]. This corresponds with the

study "Well-being among Youth in Greenland" (2012), where young people who had attempted

suicides were interviewed about their motives. ’Violence in the family’,’sexual abuse’, ’violence

in relationships’, ’difficult teenage years’, ’a general feeling of being unhappy’ and ’family

members who committed suicide’ were some of the motives mentioned by the young people in

the study [22].

Similarly, Bjerregaard & Larsen [15] demonstrated that exposure to sexual abuse, alcohol

problems as well as poverty during childhood were associated with recent suicidal thoughts

for both men and women. Furthermore, for women, current socioeconomic status was likewise

associated with sexual abuse as a child [15].

The clear association between ACEs and mental health problems and suicide in adulthood

is well-documented and not solely an issue in Greenland. Having said that, the major difference

is that the proportion of people in Greenland who have experienced ACEs is at a very high level.

In The Greenland Health Survey from 2014, they found that 66 % of the population had been

exposed to ACEs such as alcohol, violence and sexual abuse during their upbringing. However,

the numbers were highest in the birth cohorts from 1970, 1975 and 1980 [24]. In the Greenlandic

families, ACEs often co-occur. An upbringing in a family with alcohol problems are often linked

with, for instance, sexual abuse and violence, which further can lead to mental and physical

health problems for both adults and children in the family. However, regarding co-occurring

ACEs and child sexual abuse, the sexual abuses rarely happen between close relatives but are

rather occurring as a result of the lack of parental control in a home characterised by alcohol

problems [11]. Despite these high rates of ACEs in Greenland, the rates for both alcohol problems

in the childhood home, sexual abuse during childhood and violence in the childhood home

have all been declining after 1990 [17, 24]. However, despite the positive development, the latest

Greenland Health Survey showed that more than one-third of the youngest in the survey had an

upbringing with alcohol problems in their childhood home [17].
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It is clear that the high occurrence of risk factors and ACEs in Greenland is having an extremely

negative impact on mental health. That said, studies have also shown how an upbringing in an

Inuit region such as Greenland can affect mental health positively. Especially, to have a strong

connection to culture and traditions have been shown to act as a protective factor for the mental

health in the Arctic populations [6, 34].

2.5 Protective factors

In a review on protective factors and causal mechanisms that enhance the mental health of the

Indigenous Circumpolar youth, the authors identified more than 40 protective factors. A range

of these identified factors were connected to traditional practice, knowledge and skills [34]. This

corresponds with the findings from a study on Alaska Native students where they found that

traditional ways and traditions were important for suicide prevention. Moreover, they found

that it helped the youth to, e.g. facilitate meaningful relationships, communicate important

cultural values and promote an overall healthy living [5]. Likewise, a study on protective factors

for mental health among Canadian Inuit youth in Nunatsiavut found that, among other things,

being on the land, connecting to the Inuit culture and having strong communities were enhancing

mental health and well-being [35].

In a more recent review on well-being among the youth in the Arctic, the authors mapped

protective factors from 27 articles about mental health in the Arctic [6]. In this review, the

authors presented protective factors on three levels: community, family and individual. On a

community level, they describe that, e.g. mentorship from older generations, strong relationships

with community members, to have a sense of belonging in the community and to have positive

role models were protecting for mental health problems. Also, one of the included studies in

the review express that participating in land-based activities such as hunting, fishing, berry

picking, preparing animals were potential socio-cultural protective factors [6]. On a family level,

the review found that e.g. close relationships in the family, family history of having received

treatment for psychiatric problems, competence in the native language and ethnic socialization

at home were protective factors. On an individual level the importance of traditional knowledge,

ethnic pride, cultural values and practice, to have a sense of purpose and being committed to

the local community and culture were some of the factors that would protect the mental health [6].

Considering these protective factors on the three different levels, it becomes clear that growing

up with knowledge about and a connection to traditions and culture is contributing positively to

the mental health in the Arctic regions. The authors of the review do, therefore, recommend that

this range of protective factors should be considered when planning interventions and actions. A

range of the studies included in the review does also stress the importance of how cultural aspects

of the traditional practices and cultural identity can contribute to research and interventions on
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mental health and suicide [6]. In line with this recommendation, Arctic researchers have tried

to include a more culturally appropriate way of obtaining and sharing knowledge. In 2018 a

collaborative network of researchers from the Arctic regions were having a ’Sharing Circle’ where

they shared and gathered knowledge about Arctic thriving communities [36].

With regard to the youth sharing experiences, it is described in the review by MacDonald

et al. [34] that incorporating stories of resilience and cultural histories have the potential to

bring a shared context to the youth in the Indigenous cultures. A shared context that may help

them to draw: "strength, resources and skills, in which they can situate themselves and their

struggles in relation to others, to their history, and a collective sense of culture and identity" [34].

Furthermore, in order to create culturally relevant mental health resources, resilience strategies

and programs, MacDonald et al. [34] call for involvement and perspectives from the youth and

young adults in the different Arctic regions.

2.6 Youth mental health programs and political actions

Several initiatives and actions focused on mental health and suicide prevention are taking place

in Greenland, where the majority is funded and carried out by municipalities and public agencies

[21]. In 2005 a concerted countrywide strategy was initiated for the prevention of suicides, but

this has not yet led to lower suicide rates [8]. However, more public initiatives are taking place,

for example, the ’SAAFIK initiative’ that aims to produce knowledge and to offer counselling for

the youth who have experienced sexual abuse, ’The School Fairy system’ for families who need

social support and increased attention. An issue with the public agencies is that most of them

are focusing primarily on the youth below the age of 18, and none of the initiatives are explicitly

targeting the ones who are older than 18 years old. This specified age-span is leaving an essential

part of the vulnerable youth and young adults without specialised expertise and support [21].

Several non-governmental organizations are also operating in Greenland. ’The Association

of Greenlandic Children’ (FGB), ’Nanu Children’ and ’Better Life for Children’ (MIBB) are

organizations working to improve conditions for children and ensuring that the children’s rights

comply with UN’s convention. Likewise, NGO’s such as ’Timi Asimi’ and ’Sapiik’ has initiatives

targeting the older children [21]. Moreover, the mental health of the youth and young adults is

getting increased focus in current research on Greenland, for instance, does the latest Greenland

Health Survey from 2018, have a particular focus on the mental health and well-being among

youth and young adults between 15-34 [17]. Furthermore, a rising number of political actions

and strategies concerning well-being, mental health and suicide prevention are taking place in

Greenland. The Ministry of Family, Gender Equality and Social Affairs developed an action plan

called ’Break the silence, stop the violence’ which was implemented between 2014-2017. This

action plan was facilitated through information campaigns, educational material, focus on closer

interdisciplinary collaborations between professionals, direct contact with victims of violence in
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public institutions and municipalities and a national web-page about violence [21]

Due to the similar suicide and mental health patterns across the Arctic regions the Arctic Council,

under chairmanship by the US, created the initiative ’Rising Sun’ to collaborate on solving

the mental health problems in the Arctic together by a circumpolar comparative framework

[37]. Before ’Rising sun’ collaborative network was taken place under the initiative ’Promising

practices’ where innovative approaches for mental well-being in the Arctic were shared under

the Canadian chairmanship [3]. Already at the time of ’Promising practices’ there was a focus

on creating strong networks between the indigenous communities and the local and regional

governments, researchers and health service providers [38]. With the establishment of ’Rising

Sun’ in 2015, the aim was to establish a shared toolkit to access suicide prevention efforts in the

different arctic regions [23]. Moreover, to have follow-up activities across the Arctic regions as

well as to have shared data and common metrics in order to share measurements and evaluations

of suicide prevention interventions [39]. In a report by ’Rising Sun’, they describe that the Arctic

communities prefer strategies with an emphasis on the indigenous ways of knowing as well as

community- and family-driven efforts for the youth and young adults. In line with this, the Arctic

Council, under the Finnish chairmanship, initiated the project ’CREATeS’ where youth across the

Arctic States were invited to share their ideas and experiences. This was done to include youth

perspectives in the development and leadership of projects for youth and community wellness

[40].

Collaborative cross-border initiatives and political actions on improving the mental health

in the Arctic does not only take place between researchers and policymakers in the Arctic, but

also at a global level. In 2015 the UN sustainable development goals were formulated with

target number 3.4 stressing the importance of mental health problems and suicide worldwide by

aimiing to: "By 2030, reduce by one-third premature mortality from non-communicable diseases

through prevention and treatment and promote mental health and well-being". However, despite

the emergence of national, non-governmental and global initiatives for the last decades the

suicide rates and prevalence of mental health have continued to be at a high level, especially for

the young part of the population.
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3 Rationale

3.1 Rationale for the study

Given the high prevalence of mental health problems among Greenlandic youth and young

adults, it is of great importance to gain a better understanding of the mental health among youth

and young adults in Greenland. Several studies have been done on risk factors and protective

factors for the mental health of the youth as a whole in Greenland [17, 22, 24, 41]. However, more

knowledge is needed on how different conditions in upbringing characterises the youth and

young adults in Greenland and how these are associated with different mental health outcomes.

Such knowledge should help policymakers and professionals to establish appropriate services,

interventions, and promotions to prevent mental health problems in Greenland.

3.2 Objectives

To investigate how conditions in upbringing characterise Greenlandic youth and young adults

with different negative and positive mental health outcomes.

3.3 Research questions

1. How do indicators for conditions in upbringing determine subgroups of youth and young

adults in Greenland?

2. How do mental health outcomes differ between these subgroups?
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4 Materials and methods

4.1 Study design

This study was performed as a cross-sectional study using data from The Greenland Health

Survey from 2018. The data was retrieved from the National Institute of Public Health (NIPH)

in Denmark. NIPH has performed five Greenland Health Surveys; in 1993-1994, 1999-2001,

2005-2010, 2014 and 2018 [17]. However, this thesis will solely be using the latest data from The

Greenland Health Survey 2018.

4.2 Study population

The age-span for youth and young adults in this study has been defined as individuals between

15-34 years of age. This specific age-span was chosen since this group has shown to be especially

vulnerable to mental health problems and suicidal behaviour [8, 9]. Furthermore, since the

researchers in charge of The Greenland Health Survey 2018 have used the same age-span to define

youth and young adults and made an additional questionnaire focused on mental health and

well-being for this specific age-span [17]. The Greenland Health Survey 2018 included answers

from 2539 participants between 15 and 94 years of age. However, when excluding participants

older than 34 years of age, a sample of 658 participants was used for this master thesis.

4.3 Data collection

The data for the Greenland Health Survey 2018 was collected between August 2016 and January

2019 by NIPH. The participants were interviewed by an interviewer, had a clinical examination

and were given a self-administered-questionnaire. For the youth and young adults between

15-34 years of age, an additional questionnaire was given. Apart from the questions on mental

health and well-being, the additional questionnaire included questions about ’the transition from

school and education to working life’, ’place of residence and plans for residence later’, ’use of

social media’, ’relations to older generations in the community’ and ’whether participants were

doing traditional activities during their upbringing’ [17]. The interviews could be completed

in Danish or Greenlandic. 98 % of the participants chose to have the interview in Greenlandic [17].

The team of researchers and health personnel in charge of the data-collection travelled by

both plane and ship to 12 towns and eight settlements to collect data from Nanortalik in the south

to Qaanaaq in the north as well as Tasiilaq in the east [17]. The distinct landscape and climate

in Greenland naturally influenced the planning and performing of the data-collection and made

it difficult to, e.g. return to towns or settlement with low response rates. Some geographical

disparities in response rates, can therefore, be observed between the municipalities [17]. The

overall response rate has been relatively constant on around 60 % since The Greenland Health

Survey was initiated. However, the response rate dropped to 52 % in the study from 2018 with a
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rate of around 60 % for female and 40 % for male participants [17]. With regard to the response

rate, the researchers were mapping the reasons for the loss of participants and found that the

primary reasons were: ’Individuals not wanting to participate’ and ’Not possible to get contact

to the individuals’. Moreover, 2,8 % of the loss of participants was due to ’individuals having a

disease at the time of the survey’ [17].

4.4 Measures for statistical analysis

Figure 3 shows the variables included in the statistical analysis; Latent Class Analysis (LCA).

LCA was used to identify subgroups (classes) of youth and young adults in Greenland based on

certain conditions in upbringing. Moreover, the mental health status among these classes was

compared through six distal variables for mental health.

A detailed description of the statistical analysis will be given in sections 4.5 - 4.5.2. Furthermore,

a description of the included variables will follow in the sections below.

Figure 3: Overview of the variables included in the latent class analysis
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4.4.1 Conditions in upbringing

The measures for upbringing were chosen after a thorough literature search on how conditions

in upbringing, ACEs and protective factors related to tradition and culture affect mental health in

Greenland. Seven measures for upbringing were included and will be presented in the following

section.

Adverse Childhood experiences (ACEs)

Measures of ACEs were included since it is well-documented that it affects mental health status

later in life to experience adversities during childhood [32]. Moreover, since several studies

also have stressed the association between ACEs and mental health status in the Greenlandic

population [11, 21, 30, 31]. ACEs include a range of experiences, but in this thesis, the following

three measures were included: 1) ’Violence in childhood home’ 2) ’Alcohol problems in childhood

home’ and 3) ’sexual abuse or attempt on sexual abuse before the age of 13’. The variables

concerning alcohol problems and violence were initially coded as categorical variables at a

three-point scale but recoded to a binary variable covering the following options: (0) "No" and

(1) "Yes, often and sometimes". The measure of sexual abuse before the age of 13 was already

formulated with the binary response options (0) "No" and (1) "Yes", and were not recoded.

Ties to Inuit culture and traditions

The two indicators for ties to Inuit culture and traditions were included since reviews have

shown these to be protective factors for mental health in the Arctic regions [6, 34]. The following

two variables were included: 1) ’Traditional activities during childhood’ and 2) ’Relation to

older generations’. The question about traditional activities was formulated: "Have you had the

opportunity to see and learn traditional Greenlandic activities during your upbringing? (This

could, for example, be to go hunting, fishing, picking berries, being in nature or doing leather

stitching, craft or similar activities". The second measurement concerning relations to older

generations was formulated: "Do you feel close to people from the old part of the generation

where you live? (This could be grandparents but also other people in the town/settlement that

means something to you)". In both of these variables, the possible answers were originally coded

at a categorical 4-point scale, but were recoded into binary variables measuring: (0) "To a small

extent or no" and (1) "Yes to a great extent or some extent"

Sociodemographic factors

Place of residence during upbringing was included as an indicator for upbringing since an

earlier study found a higher prevalence of mental health problems in participants who grew

up in settlements than in those who grew up in Greenlandic towns [12]. Place of residence

during childhood was formulated as: "Where did you live when you were ten years old?" and

initially, had an open answer category; however, the answers have been sorted and recoded

into a binary category of (0) "Town" and (1) "Settlement". Twenty participants answered a place
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outside of Greenland which was treated as missing values, however, the participants were still

included in the statistical analysis due to the small number of missing values and the fact that

they presumably still had some of their upbringing in Greenland.

Danish language proficiency was included as a measure for upbringing since studies have

shown that the bilingual Greenland Inuit (those also speaking Danish) were less likely to be

GHQ-cases than the monolingual [12]. Furthermore, the variable was included since Danish

was introduced as the language of, e.g. higher education, wherefore, fluency in Danish should

presumably be advantageous [12]. The question was formulated as: "How well do you speak

Danish?". This measure originally had response options at a categorical 4-point scale, but was

recoded into a binary variable consisting of: (0) "No, not at all or find it difficult" and (1) "Yes,

without trouble or speaks some Danish".

4.4.2 Mental health

Six different measures were used to assess mental health status among youth and young adults

in Greenland. Three measures were targeting negative mental health, and three measures were

targeting positive mental health.

Negative mental health

Suicide ideation

Suicide ideation was included as a measure due to the high prevalence of suicide and suicidal

thoughts in Greenland and since this measure has been used in previous studies as an indicator

for poor mental health [7, 8, 17]. Suicide ideation was coded as a binary variable with the

following categories: (0) "No" and (1) "Yes."

General Health Questionnaire (GHQ)

The 12-unit GHQ was used since this is a standardised measurement that has been widely used

to assess mental health and likewise has been found to be a useful screening instrument to detect

depression [16]. It was developed by Goldberg as a screening tool to detect current mental

disturbances [42]. GHQ has likewise been used to assess the mental health among the Greenland

Inuit in the previous Health Surveys in Greenland [17]. In the 12 questions participants were

asked how often they had felt: ’unhappiness’, ’worthlessness’, ’loss of confidence’, ’depressed’,

’able to overcome difficulties’, ’capable of making decisions’, ’able to face up problems’, ’able to

concentrate, able to enjoy normal activities’, ’useful’, ’under strain’ and ’sleepless’ during the last

couple of weeks.

Initially, the 12 questions in GHQ were all coded at 4-point scales. The 12 items were firstly,

combined into a scale. Secondly, GHQ was recoded to a binary variable according to the ’GHQ
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method’ with scores in the range 0-12. In general populations, a cut-off point of 3 has been

commonly used to identify individuals with poor mental health [42, 43]. However, previous

studies of Greenland Inuit have instead used a cut-off point of 2 [12, 44]. Therefore, this thesis

used a cut-off point of 2 with individuals scoring ’0’ and ’1’ indicating that they are potential

GHQ non-cases, coded as (0), and individuals scoring ’2’ and above indicates that they are

potential GHQ-cases, coded as (1).

Kessler Psychological Distress Scale (K-6)

K-6 was developed for substance abuse and mental health service administration in the United

States, but the scale has also been shown to be attractive to estimate the prevalence of serious

mental illness [45]. However, K-6 has also previously been used to screen mental health and

well-being in the general population [45, 46]. The questions in K-6 concern negative feelings

and asks respondents on a 5-point scale whether they have felt: ’nervous’, ’hopeless’, ’restless

or fidgety’, ’so depressed that nothing could cheer you up’, ’that everything was an effort’ and

’worthless’ during the last 30 days. These questions were combined into a scale and recoded into

a binary variable with a cut-off point between 12 and 13 based on results from a methodological

evaluation of Kessler K-6 finding this to be the optimal cut-off point [45]. Hence, scores between

0 and 12 indicate ’participants probably not having serious mental illness’ (SMI) and scores

between 13-24 as ’participants with probable SMI’.

Positive mental health

The Warwick-Edinburg Mental Health well-being Scale (WEMWBS)

WEMWBS is a tool to measure mental well-being at a population level and was developed by

experts in the field and tested on both a sample of students and a representative population

sample [47]. In contrast to the other measurements of mental health, WEMWBS focuses solely

on the positive aspects of mental health and is comprised of positively worded items [47].

WEMWBS originally consisted of 14 questions, but a shorter versions of seven questions were

later introduced and used in research and clinical settings [48]. The short seven questions version

will be used in this thesis. Having said that, the researchers at The Greenland Health Survey

did only include six out of seven of the validated WEMWBS questions in their questionnaire.

Hence, a version with six questions will be used and included the following feelings: ’optimistic’,

’useful’, ’relaxed’, ’dealing with problems well’, ’thinking clearly’ and ’been able to make up my

own mind about things’.

Initially, the six questions had response options at a 5-point scale, but after combing the

six questions into a scale, it was recoded to a binary variable. Previous research using the

short-version instrument of WEMWBS have had cut-off points with three categories for 1)

Bottom 15ht percentile: ’high mental well-being’ 2) Top 15th percentile: ’low mental well-being’

3) Values in-between: ’participants with neither high or low mental well-being’ [49]. In order
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to use WEMWBS to capture positive aspects of mental health among the youth and young

adults in Greenland, it was decided to use the lowest 15th percentile as a cut-off point to capture

participants with highest mental well-being. However, since 18,43 percent of the participants

answered the best possible answer ’1’ in each question, giving them a mean value of 6, the cut-off

point was between 6 and 7. Hence, values above 7 were used to measure (0) "Participants with

low mental well-being and participants with neither high or low mental well-being and" and

values between 1-6 to measure: (1) "Participants with high mental well-being".

The Cantril Ladder self-anchoring scale

The Cantril ladder self-anchoring scale or just the Cantril Ladder is a standardised scale measure

that asks participants to place themselves on an 11-step (from 0 to 10) visual analogue scale to

measure their life satisfaction [50]. Some previous studies have used a cut-off point between 5

and 6; however, data from HBSC found that the mean value for life satisfaction were 7,58 [51].

In line with this finding and the fact that the cut-off used in measurements of adolescents in the

Nordic countries, a cut-off point of 9 was used for this thesis [52]. The Cantril ladder was recoded

into a binary scale with scores below 9 coded as (0) indicating "Medium or low life satisfaction"

and scores of 9 and 10 coded as (1) and indicating "High life satisfaction".

Self-rated health (SRH)

SRH was likewise included to assess mental health status since self-rated health have been found

useful to measure psychological distress and mental health status [53, 54]. In the SRH question

participants are asked to give a graded assessment of own health status as ’excellent’, ’good’,

’fair’, ’poor’ or ’very poor’. These categories were recoded into a binary scale of (0) "Fair, poor or

very poor" and (1) "Excellent or good".

4.5 Statistical analysis

In the present study, distinct subgroups of young Greenland Inuit with differing conditions

in upbringing will be identified through Latent Class Analysis (LCA). LCA was proposed by

Lazarsfeld and Henry and is a cross-sectional latent variable mixture modelling approach [55].

LCA seeks to find heterogeneity within the population by identifying so-called latent classes

based on the response patterns in a set of categorical indicators. This process results in classes

with individuals, who are most similar to each other and most distinct from those in other classes

[56]. Each subject is therefore modelled with its own probability of belonging to each class, known

as posterior probability [55]. A posterior probability of close to 1 indicates that the individual

has a low degree of classification uncertainty and hence, a high probability of belonging to the

class of assignment and no other class. Contrary, a value close to 0 indicates a high classification

uncertainty and that no class emerge as the most likely [56]. A commonly used cut-off point for

posterior probabilities is 0,7, indicating a sufficiently high probability of belonging to the exact

class of assignment [57–59]. The LCA model assumes that the class membership is determined
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by an underlying categorical latent variable that groups individuals into these specific classes

[55]. The analyzes were run in the software program STATA/IC 15.1. To run the analysis in

STATA, the LCA Stata Plugin Version 1.2.1 from The Methodology Center at Pennsylvania State

University were used [60].

When fitting a latent class model, it is necessary to estimate the model parameters based on

the data which is done through an assessment of the maximum number of iterations and the

maximum absolute deviation (MAD). The analysis was run with several different values in the

initial stage of the analysis, until a satisfactory balance of precision and computational time

was found at a maximum number of iterations of 5000 [56]. MAD works as a stopping rule

for the iterations and stops iterating when the successive iterations estimation of the estimation

procedure is sufficiently close to the maximum likelihood solution [56]. MAD was through an

iterative process found to yield good results at 0.00001. Hence, the iterations are stopped after

the successive iteration where the difference between any parameters are less than 0.00001.

In LCA, missing values are permitted in the analysis when fitting an LCA model. All indicator

variables were recoded into binary indicators as this is the most commonly used in LCA [61].

After the preparation of the variables, a Spearman correlation test was run with the included

variables to check the strength and direction of the association (Appendix B). Almost all of the

correlation coefficients were low with one exception of ’alcohol problems in childhood home’

and ’violence in childhood home’ which had a value of 0.55. However, ACEs have been shown

to co-occur in a Greenlandic context, and the two measures were still included [11]. The other

indicator variables showed a low correlation (Spearman <0.4), indicating low multicollinearity.

The seven indicator variables were therefore included in the LCA.

4.5.1 Class enumeration

A class enumeration was made to decide on the number of classes that would give the best fit

for the latent class analysis. The first step of the class enumeration was to fit a model with one

class that could serve as a comparative baseline for the following models where the number of

classes was increasing. This was done until no convergent results appeared or until the new class

appearing did no longer contribute with additional insight [61]. A comparison of a set of specific

fit indices decided how many classes that should be included [61]. To compare the models and

decide which best fit the data, three different indices were used: The Akaike Information Criteria

(AIC), the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) and the adjusted BIC (Adj. BIC). Adj. BIC have

been shown to be very accurate in predicting the best number of classes with samples of more

than 300 respondents [62]. These three fit indices were compared since it is recommended to use

several indices to obtain a better basis for choosing the most optimal model [61]. An examination

of the values of these fit indices and the final number of included classes will be given in section

5.2.
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To ensure robustness against differences between sex and age groups, separate LCA models

were run and compared. Firstly, a comparison between an LCA model only including the

youngest part of the sample between 15-27 years of age and a model only including the oldest

part of the sample between 28-34 years of age was performed. Secondly, LCA models were

performed respectively for male and female. The results of the separate LCA models will be

described in section 5.1.

In the description of the latent classes, the terms ’classes’ and ’subgroups’ will be used

interchangeably throughout the thesis. However, each of the classes will be assigned a number

which will be used when referring to that specific class.

4.5.2 Latent Class Analysis with distal variables

After the latent classes were discovered through indicators of terms in upbringing and the best

fit (number of classes) was found through a class-enumeration, the following step was to assess

the association between these classes and their mental health outcomes. When interested in a

relationship between a latent class variable, C, and a distal variable, Z, a specific LCA approach

with a distal variable can be applied [63]. In this case, for example to assess the probability of a

certain mental health outcome (Z) in a specific class (C). This was done in STATA with the LCA

Distal BCH plugin version 1.1 from The Methodology Center at Pennsylvania State University

[63]. This approach makes it possible to compare class-specific expected values, which is the

same as mean values in each of the classes. Since the variables used in this study are entirely

binary, the expected value will be the probability of the value ’1’ rather than the value ’0’ for a

randomly selected member of that specific class [63]. LCA with distal variables is done through

the following three steps: 1) The LCA model is estimated with only the indicator variables as

described in section 4.5. 2) After the latent classes are estimated, posterior probabilities of class

membership are being used to compute a weighting variable. 3) Based on the weighting variable,

the weighted average of Z (mental health outcomes) is calculated for each class. The weighted

distal outcomes were calculated with modal BCH adjustment since this is recommended in all

cases where it does not produce an uninterpretable value [63].

Since this thesis examines six measures of mental health, the third step was done for each

of the six distal variables. Moreover, the six measures were, similarly to the indicator variables,

also recoded into binary variables. An advantage with latent class analysis is the ability to include

missing values; however, this is not the case when including the distal variables. Hence, missing

values in the distal variables are not included in the third step [63]. Due to the sensitive matter

of the mental health variables, some missing values appeared, which were excluded. However,

with between 0-90 missing values, the number of missing values were significantly lower than in

the indicator variables concerning ACEs (Appendix A).
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4.6 Ethical approval

The data material is being accessed from the NIPH, and the specific theme of the master thesis

is agreed upon with the institute. NIPH has been monitoring the health of the population in

Greenland since 1993 with ethical approvals in Greenland for each of The Greenland Health

Surveys. Therefore, The Greenland Health Survey 2018 already have a valid ethical approval

which also covers this specific master thesis (Appendix D). A data processing agreement was

likewise developed for this master thesis (Appendix E). In collaboration with NIPH, the results of

this master thesis will be translated to Danish and handed to Greenland’s home-rule government.

Since the master thesis is conducted under the auspices of a Norwegian University, ethical

approval has been obtained from the Regional Committee for Medical research Ethics - REK

(85118/2020 REK), using de-identifiable anonymized data.
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5 Results

5.1 Sample characteristics

The study sample consists of 658 participants between 15 and 34 years of age, where 50,5 % are

between 15-24 years and 49,5 % are between 25-34. The mean age of the sample is 24,7 (SD=

5.5). Moreover, there is an almost equal proportion of male and female in the sample with 49,5 %

male and 50,5 % female. Table 1 shows the percentage and number of the whole population who

answered that each of the indicators of conditions in upbringing was present.

Table 1: Values for the whole population concerning conditions in upbringing. Percentage of
participants where each variable was present and total no. of responses in each variable

Upbringing variables % n
Violence in childhood home 43 218
Alcohol problems in childhood home 53 312
Sexual abuse during childhood 25 114
Residence in settlement at 10 years of age 31 199
Speak Danish 62 408
Traditional activities during upbringing 74 458
Relation to old generations in community 66 411

Approximately one-third of the participants were living in a settlement when they were ten

years old, and 61 % speaks Danish. Moreover, 43 % experienced violence and 53 % experienced

alcohol problems in their childhood home. One-fourth of all participants experienced sexual

abuse. Finally, the majority of the participants grew up with traditional activities and with a

relation to old generations in the community.

Table 2: Values for the whole population concerning mental health. Percentage of participants
where the condition was present and total no. of responses in each variable

Measures for mental health % n
Suicide ideation 25 141
GHQ-case 38 228
Probable serious mental illness (Kessler) 10 62
Good mental well-being (WEMWBS) 18 113
Good self-rated health 59 391
High life satisfaction (Cantril Ladder) 35 216

Table 2 displays the values for the whole population of youth and young adults in the six

measures for mental health, which will be included as the distal variables in the LCA. One out

of four participants has considered suicide and almost 40 % of the participants can be considered

GHQ-cases. Furthermore, the table illustrates that 10 % of participants are likely to have a serious

mental illness (Kessler). Regarding positive mental health, table 2 shows that 18 % have good

mental well-being according to WEMWBS and that 59 % of participants rate their health as good

or excellent. Finally, more than one-third of participants have a high life-satisfaction (Cantril

Ladder).
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In the initial stage of the LCA, separate analyses were made adjusted for sex and age. The

LCA adjusted for age showed, in line with findings from Dahl-Petersen et al. [24], that the

generation born before 1990 were more likely to experience ACEs. The separate analysis for sex

showed classes with a higher probability of sexual abuse for females and a higher probability

of having experienced alcohol problems and violence during childhood for males. However,

despite small differences, the age- and sex-adjusted LCA models showed a very similar pattern

of classes and response rates, and it was decided to keep the latent class analysis for the whole

sample. Hence, the following sections will include classes made based on the entire sample of

participants between 15-34 years of age.

The values from table 1 and table 2 will serve as a comparison to the following part of the

results where the participants will be divided into subgroups through LCA.

5.2 Class enumeration

Table 3 shows a class enumeration run with the following variables: ’Violence in childhood home’,

’Alcohol problems in childhood home’, ’Sexual abuse during childhood’, ’Residence at age 10’,

’Danish language proficiency’, ’Traditional activities during childhood’ and ’Relations to older

generations’. One class were included at a time while the changes in fit indices were compared

amongst the LCA models.

Table 3: Class enumeration for the LCA model with AIC, BIC and Adj. BIC as fit indices

Number of classes AIC BIC Adj. BIC
LCA: 1 classes 240 264,6 242,5
LCA: 2 classes 258 325,4 277,8
LCA: 3 classes 193,5 296,8 223,7
LCA: 4 classes 171,3 310,5 212,1
LCA: 5 classes 161 336 212,1
LCA: 6 classes 166 377 228

As seen in the table above the AIC values are smallest in the five and six class. However,

previous research has found that AIC does not work as a good indicator for categorical variables

and has a tendency to decrease in value while the number of classes increase [61]. Contrary, BIC

and Adj. BIC, have shown to be more successful fit indices for binary and categorical data. The

smallest BIC value can be observed for the three-class model followed by the four-class model,

however the Adj. BIC values are smallest for the four and five class models. Since the BIC is

smallest for the four-class model and the Adj. BIC is similar in the four- and five-class models, the

model with four classes were favoured. Moreover, a visual representation showed more distinct

differences between the classes in the 4 four class models, wherefore, it was assumed to be the

most parsimonious model.
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5.3 Posterior probabilities of latent class membership

All classes have a mean posterior probability of at least 0.7, indicating a high probability of

belonging to the exact class of assignment [57–59]. Table 4 shows similar values in Class 1, Class

2 and Class 3, with Class 4 having a slightly lower probability of 0.70. Hence, all four classes had

sufficient mean posterior probabilities to get included in the LCA model.

Table 4: Posterior probabilities for belonging to each class

Class Posterior probability Range
Class 1 0.82 0-1
Class 2 0.79 0-1
Class 3 0.83 0-1
Class 4 0.70 0-1

5.4 Identification of four latent classes

Four distinctive classes were identified through inspection of the fit indices. These four classes

included respectively 27 % (n= 178), 25 % (n= 164), 34 % (n= 224) and 14 % (n= 92) of the

participants in the sample. All measures for conditions in upbringing were binary with a value of

1 indicating that the condition was present and 0 indicating that the condition was not present.

Figure 4: Latent class analysis with values for conditions in upbringing
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Figure 4 illustrates the characteristics of each of the four classes, where some important

differences appear between the four classes.
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Class 1 has the highest probability of residence in a settlement during childhood and the

lowest probability of speaking Danish. They have the second-lowest ACEs; however, with a

slightly higher probability of having experienced sexual abuse during childhood where almost

one-third of the group have experienced sexual abuse. Moreover, this class has a high probability

of an upbringing with traditional activities as well as having relations to older people in the

community.

Class 2 is characterised by individuals who had an urban upbringing with only 0,02 probability

of growing up in a settlement. Also, it consists of individuals who have the highest probability

of speaking Danish. This class has the lowest overall probability of ACEs, with only a small peak

in alcohol problems during childhood. Moreover, this class has the highest probability of having

had traditional activities during childhood as well as a high probability of having had relations

with the older generations in the community.

Class 3 consists of individuals who mostly grew up in a town and where approximately 50

% is speaking Danish. Class 3 is also characterised by having the highest probability of having

been exposed to ACEs. Individuals in this class have almost 100 % probability of having

experienced violence and alcohol problems in their childhood home and a probability of around

50 % of having experienced sexual abuse before the age of 13. The rates for traditional activities

and relations to older generations in class 3 are second-lowest; however, the probabilities in this

class were markedly higher than in class 4.

Class 4 consists of participants who grew up in a town and with a probability of almost

70% of speaking Danish. This class has a probability of having experienced violence in childhood

of 21%. Moreover, with a probability of 51% this class has the second-highest probability of

having experienced alcohol problems in their childhood home. However, sexual abuse is almost

not present in class 4. Individuals in this class have the lowest probability of traditional activities

during upbringing and by a probability of 0,07, also the lowest probability of having relations to

the old generation in the community.
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5.5 Association between terms in upbringing and mental health

After characterising the four classes, the six distal variables concerning mental health were added

to the latent class analysis in order to compare the different outcomes for mental health in each

class.

Table 5: LCA with distal variables showing probabilities, confidence intervals and whether the
class is significantly different from the other classes in each distal variable

Distal variables concerning
mental health

Probability
[0-1]

95 % CI Significant differences
between classes

Class 1
Suicide ideation 0.17 0.09 - 0.24 Class 3*
GHQ-case 0.32 0.22 - 0.41 Class 3*
Kessler 0.04 0 - 0.08 Class 3*
WEMWBS (Mental well-being) 0.22 0.15 - 0.31 No
Good self-rated health 0.57 0.47 - 0.66 No
Cantrill ladder (Life satisfaction) 0.44 0.35 - 0.54 Class 3*, Class 4*

Class 2
Suicide ideation 0.15 0.74 - 0.23 Class 3*
GHQ-case 0.35 0.26 - 0.45 No
Kessler 0.03 -0.01 - 0.06 Class 3*
WEMWBS (Mental well-being) 0.19 0.11 - 0.26 No
Good self-rated health 0.71 0.62 - 0.80 Class 3*
Cantrill ladder (Life satisfaction) 0.42 0.33 - 0.52 Class 3*, Class 4*

Class 3
Suicide ideation 0.43 0.34 - 0.51 Class 1*, Class 2*, Class 4*
GHQ-case 0.45 0.37 - 0.53 Class 1*
Kessler 0.21 0.14 - 0.28 Class 1*, Class 2*
WEMWBS (Mental well-being) 0.20 0.13 - 0.27 No
Good self-rated health 0.52 0.44 - 0.60 Class 2*
Cantrill ladder (Life satisfaction) 0.27 0.19 - 0.35 Class 1*, Class 2*

Class 4
Suicide ideation 0.16 0.03 - 0.29 Class 3*
GHQ-case 0.42 0.26 - 0.59 No
Kessler 0.10 0.01 - 0.20 No
WEMWBS (Mental well-being) 0.06 0.00 - 0.15 No
Good self-rated health 0.62 0.46 - 0.77 No
Cantrill ladder (Life satisfaction) 0.20 0.06 - 0.34 Class 1*, Class 2*

*Statistical significant ( p < .05)

Fewest significant differences appeared between Class 4 and the other classes. Class 3 had

most values that were significantly different from the other classes. The following two figures

will show the mental health outcomes divided into measures for negative and positive mental

health.
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Figure 5: Probability of negative mental health in each of the four classes
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Figure 5 shows the probabilities of negative mental health measured through ’Suicide

ideation’, ’GHQ-case’ and ’Kessler’ in the four subgroups. Variations appeared between the

subgroups, especially regarding the negative mental health indicators: ’Suicide ideation’ and

’Kessler’. Overall, Class 3 is having a higher probability of poor mental health in all of the three

measures. Individuals in this class had a 43 % probability of having considered suicide and a 45

% probability of being categorized as a GHQ-case.

Class 1 and Class 2 have similar low values in the measures of poor mental health with almost no

probability of having psychological distress (Kessler) and a probability of respectively 17 % and

15 % of having considered suicide. Besides, table 5 showed that the values in suicide ideation

and psychological distress (Kessler) in both Class 1 and Class 2 were significantly different from

Class 3. Nevertheless, with regard to the probability of being a GHQ-case, the values between

the four classes were more similar with the biggest difference between Class 1 and Class 3 and

likewise, only a significant difference between these classes. Overall, most distinct differences

exist between Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 regarding the probability of negative mental health.

The values concerning negative mental health in Class 4 are not significantly different from

the other classes, despite one significant difference appearing between this class and Class 3 in
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suicide ideation. These values differ from respectively 0.16 in Class 4 to 0.43 in Class 3, where the

probability of suicide ideation in Class 4 is almost identical to Class 1 and Class 2.

Figure 6: Probability of positive mental health in each of the four classes
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Positive mental health status is shown in figure 6 measured through: ’Good mental well-being

(WEMWBS)’, ’Good self-rated health’ as well as ’Life-satisfaction (Cantril ladder)’. All classes

have the lowest probability of positive mental health in WEMWBS. However, it was shown in

table 5 that there are no significant differences between any of the classes’ score in WEMWBS.

Regarding good self-rated health, the biggest difference could be observed between Class 3 and

Class 2, which were also the only classes with significant differences.

All of the classes showed relatively high values in life-satisfaction in the range from 0,68 to

0,83. Class 2 had the highest probability of excellent or good health where 83 % in this group

indicated this; however, this was followed closely by the probability of 78 % in both Class 1 and

Class 3. Moreover, table 5 indicated that all classes had significant differences in life-satisfaction

except for Class 3 and Class 4, which did not show to be significantly different. In comparison to

figure 5 smaller variances and fewer significant differences could be observed between the four

classes in the measures of positive mental health.
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6 Discussion

6.1 Overview of the results

This thesis sought to investigate how conditions in upbringing determine subgroups of youth

and young adults in Greenland with different negative and positive mental health outcomes.

The results obtained showed four subgroups of youth and young adults in Greenland with

distinct differences in conditions in upbringing and mental health outcomes. Class 3, which

had the highest probability of an upbringing with ACEs also had the highest probability of

negative mental health outcomes. Class 1 and Class 2, which both grew up with relatively low

probabilities of ACEs and strong ties to Inuit culture, had the lowest probability of negative

mental health outcomes. This combination was shown to foster good mental health independent

of language proficiency and whether the upbringing was in a town or settlement. Fewer

significant differences appeared between the subgroups regarding the measures for positive

mental health than negative mental health. Also, fewest significant differences appeared between

Class 4, characterised by disruption from the Inuit culture, and the other subgroups. However,

the measure for life-satisfaction (Cantril Ladder) in Class 4 was significantly different from and

lower than in Class 1 and Class 2.

6.2 Discussion of main results

Several previous studies on risk factors for mental health in Greenland have stressed the

association between an upbringing with ACEs and poor mental health status [11, 21, 30, 31]. In

line with this, this thesis found that Class 3, the class with the highest probability of ACEs during

childhood, likewise, had the highest probability of negative mental health in all of the three

indicators. That the probability of having considered suicide was almost three times higher in

Class 3 than in the other three classes coincides with results from a previous study. Bjerregaard &

Larsen [11] describe that exposure to alcohol problems and sexual abuse during childhood were

significantly associated with suicidal thoughts in adulthood. Class 3 were least likely to report

good self-rated health which is, moreover, conforming to how a study showed that exposure to

violence during childhood was closely linked to poor self-rated health [31]. In line with this, the

results showed that Class 2, which had the lowest probability of having experienced violence

in their childhood home, had a 71 % probability of reporting good self-rated health. How an

upbringing with ACEs often leads to poor mental health is not solely an issue in Greenland.

However, there is a high proportion of youth in Greenland, growing up with ACEs [17]. This

became visible by the size of Class 3 (34 % of participants, n = 224) as well as in the rates for the

whole sample showing that between 25-53 % had an upbringing with one or more ACEs (Table

1, Figure 4). Merrick et al. [32] found a dose-response relationship between the number of ACEs

and risk of mental health problems where the risk for a poor mental health outcome increases

for each additional adverse childhood experience. This is conforming with the high rates of both
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violence and alcohol problems in childhood home - where both conditions were reported by

almost 100 % of the individuals in Class 3. The pattern observed in Class 3 is in line with the

findings from a study by Bjerregaard & Larsen [11] where they found that individuals who are

growing up in a home with alcohol problems often also grow up with other common ACEs.

This thesis found that the two subgroups who were most likely to have an upbringing with

traditional activities and relations to older people in the community had the lowest probability

of negative mental health. This is consistent with how other studies have found that protective

factors for mental health in the Arctic often are connected to traditional activities, strong

relationships with community members and traditional knowledge [6, 34, 35]. The results of

this thesis support the growing evidence among the Arctic communities - that protective factors

for mental health often are connected to indigenous culture and traditions [34, 35]. This is,

however, a relatively new field and resilience and protective factors for mental health have

only been included in the research for the last two decades [28]. The majority of the studies

on how protective factors for mental health are related to culture and community have been

done in Alaska and Canada [6]. In Greenland, this association have been studied more sparsely.

Moreover, the vast majority of the studies that have been done on resilience and protective

factors for mental health in Greenland have been using qualitative methods, and only a few have

been using quantitative methods [28]. A recently published study on Indigenous interventions

recommends researchers to develop measures, evaluation tools, terms and theories based on

the Indigenous culture and knowledge [64]. In line with this recommendation, it could perhaps

benefit the research on how Inuit culture can protect mental health if the findings from qualitative

studies were used further when developing measures and evaluation tools for further research.

Having said that, measures for Inuit culture and traditions were included in the questionnaire

for the youth in the latest Greenland Health Survey [17]. That this thesis, with data from the

Greenland Health Survey 2018, found that the two subgroups with the most substantial ties

to tradition and culture had the best mental health outcomes contributes to the understanding

of culture as a protective factor for mental health in Greenland. Hence, it seems that in order

to strengthen the mental health among youth and young adults in Greenland, researchers,

policy-makers and professionals should not only search outside of Greenland for the content of

interventions and programs. Part of the potential for decreasing suicide rates seems to be linked

to their own Inuit culture and traditions. Community-based participatory research (CBPR) is an

example of a culture-centred approach where community members are invited to participate in

the research and share their ways of knowing throughout the research process [65, 66]. For the

last two decades, CBPR has been gaining popularity in Indigenous research in, e.g. Northern

Canada and Alaska, moreover, a toolkit for CBPR in Greenland have recently been developed

[66–69]. This indicates an acknowledgement of the importance of including the community

and Inuit culture when aiming to strengthen the health and well-being in Greenland, and this

approach is, moreover, particularly in accordance with the results of this thesis.
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The association between Inuit culture and mental health outcomes could have been investigated

further if more significant values had appeared in Class 4 since individuals in this class had a

much lower probability of traditional activities and relations to older generations than the other

subgroups. With this in mind, it could have been interesting to compare this class further with

Class 3 in order to investigate further how disruptions from Inuit culture affects mental health.

Despite the shortage of significant differences, the probability of a high life-satisfaction (Cantrill

ladder) was lowest in Class 4 and significantly different from Class 1 and Class 2. In line with

how Berry & Kim [19] describes how acculturative stress from adapting to a new culture can

lead to psychological distress and lowered mental health status, the seeming disruption from the

traditional Inuit culture in Class 4 could perhaps be lowering the life satisfaction in this class.

This thesis found interesting results regarding the link between language and demography

and mental health outcomes. Bjerregaard, Curtis, et al. [12] found that the individuals who grew

up in a village/hunter’s family were more likely to be considered as GHQ-cases than respondents

who grew up in a town. Similarly, the researchers found considerably more GHQ-cases among

monolingual Greenland Inuit than among the ones speaking Greenlandic and Danish [12].

Contrary, the results in this thesis showed that Class 1 with the highest probability of growing up

in a settlement and the lowest probability of speaking Danish had the overall lowest probability

of being a GHQ-case. That the class with the lowest probability of speaking Danish still had

one of the best mental health outcomes can perhaps be explained by the importance of speaking

the native language and having a connection to the culture. Ingemann & Larsen [6] reported

that a range of studies found that speaking the native language was protecting the individuals’

well-being. Also, a study in Arctic Canada found that health outcomes were positively improved

by the inclusion of traditional practices and the use of native language in health practices [70].

Hence, it seems apparent that health outcomes in a Greenland will be supported if health care

services, initiatives and interventions have communication in the native language. This is in

accordance with results from a recently published report on the users’ experience with the health

care system in Greenland [71]. They found several challenges connected to health care in another

language than Greenlandic leading to misunderstandings and insecurity among the Greenlandic

users of the health care systems [71]. Based on previous studies and the results in this thesis

it seems that perhaps proficiency in the native language is an indicator of the individual’s

connection to Inuit culture since a language holds cultural values, traditions, rules and ways

of communications. However, it can be difficult to completely isolate the association between

language and mental health outcomes and hence, language could presumably also be explained

by demographic differences.

An important contribution of this thesis is how the results showed almost similar mental

health outcomes in Class 1 and Class 2. This result strongly indicates how low ACEs and strong
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ties to Inuit culture are essential factors for good mental health independent of residency during

childhood and language proficiency. How this thesis found good mental health to be connected

with traditional activities and relations to older people in the generation is in line with findings

and recommendations from Alaska and Northern Canada [64, 70, 72–74]. In a study about "Why

Culture Matters in Health Interventions", the researchers describes that: "to change negative

health behaviours, one must first identify and promote positive health behaviours within the

cultural logic of its context" [73]. Barnhardt & Oscar Kawagley [72] describes the importance of

indigenous knowledge (IK) and how indigenous people have retained unique worldviews and

own knowledge systems based on core values, belief and practices. Hence, more research should

be done with a focus on mapping the positive health behaviours within the specific cultural logic

in order to create meaningful interventions for mental health in Greenland. Rasmus et al. [64]

have examined ways culture is translated into health interventions. Among other things, the

researchers stress the importance of collaboration among participating parties in interventions

with an emphasis on IK and the importance of building a trusting relationship over time and

showing respect for the culture. However, the researchers also found that the intended "cultural"

inclusion in interventions often is at a superficial level, yet, they describe that the focus is shifting

towards an acknowledgement of the Indigenous frameworks, paradigms and theories [64].

The Qasgiq model is an example of an indigenous intervention in Alaska that was guided

by cultural logic and protective factors identified by community members [64]. Rasmus et al.

[64] describe that the key factor of success in this intervention was the degree of control and

involvement by the indigenous community. Hence, in order to apply the results of this thesis

and be inspired by interventions and results from other Arctic regions, it seems apparent that

the already existing initiatives presented in section 2.6 such as, e.g. ’The School Fairy System’,

’Sapiik’, ’Timi Asimi’ and the ’SAFIIK Initiative’ can benefit from a strong emphasis on Inuit

culture and traditions [21]. Likewise, it seems that this focus should be applied independent

of whether the initiative is focused on rural or urban areas. Moreover, it seems apparent that

the design and planning of interventions to enhance mental health among youth in Greenland

can benefit from a strong collaboration between, e.g. the researchers, health care workers,

policymakers and the community members [64].

6.3 Discussion of reliability and validity

Important differences could be observed with regard to the six measures of mental health

outcome. In the three measures for negative mental health, the four subgroups had higher

probabilities of being a GHQ-case than having psychological distress (Kessler scale). Since the

Kessler scale was developed to capture serious mental illness, this scale does not capture as many

cases as GHQ. A strength of GHQ is that it has been validated in the Greenlandic population

with a cut-off point of 2, which was the same as it was used in this thesis [44]. Despite this, in

other settings, a cut-off point of 3 has been more commonly used [43, 44]. Since more than 30 %
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of respondents in all of the four subgroups were characterised as GHQ-cases, there might be a

risk of misclassification bias. This will most likely be non-differential misclassification bias since

it can be assumed that all respondents have an equally high probability of misclassification [75].

This could perhaps have been reduced by having a higher cut-off point as for example 3, which

have been validated in other populations [43, 76]. Having said that, due to the high suicide rates

and the burden of mental health problems in Greenland the proportion of GHQ cases found in

this thesis could, unfortunately, be representative for the population, wherefore, the cut-off point

of 2 was kept in the analysis [2, 3, 8, 11].

The three measures for positive mental health did not vary as much between the subgroups

as the measures for negative mental health, which made it difficult to draw overall conclusions

between the subgroups with regard to the measures for positive mental health. In addition,

the fact that one question was left out in the WEMWBS scale possibly affected the predictive

validity of the scale, the reliability of the results as well as if the specific results on WEMWBS can

be generalized to populations outside of this study [75]. However, since WEMWBS is a highly

used and validated scale, including it in the version with only six questions were perceived as

contributing more than if the scale had been excluded [47, 48]. Another potential bias could

have appeared when the variables were recoded into binary variables. E.g. in Cantrill ladder

(life-satisfaction) the negative outcome did also include the participants who answered ’Medium

life-satisfaction’, similarly, in Self-rated health the answer ’Fair’ was categorized as a negative

outcome. This can lead to misclassification and have potentially resulted in an overestimation of

the results [75]. Despite some weaknesses related to the measures for mental health, the use of a

total of six measures for mental health outcome was perceived to strengthen the validity of the

study, by offering more nuances to the comparison of mental health in the four subgroups [75].

Additionally, the fact that all of the six measures have been widely used in previous studies of

mental health of youth and young adults made the results more comparable to other studies [8,

17, 24, 46, 52–54]. Similarly, the majority of the indicators for mental health were standardised

scales which improved the reliability [75].

The results of this study suggest that suicide ideation and Kessler (Psychological distress)

were best suited to distinguish between the negative mental health among the subgroups.

Similarly, that Cantrill Ladder (Life-satisfaction), which was the only variable that showed

significant differences between the subgroups, perhaps was best at measuring positive mental

health. That the researchers had a focus on mental health among youth and young adults in the

latest Greenland Health Survey contributed positively to the internal validity of this thesis by

offering an increased number of relevant variables [17, 75].

Since the age-span of 15-34 is relatively broad and male and female are combined in the

latent class analysis, it can be questioned if separate age- and sex-adjusted analyzes would have
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strengthened the validity of the results. Possible differences in age-group were relevant since

there have been found significant differences between Greenland Inuit born after 1990 [17].

However, one of the major limitations of LCA is that it requires a relatively large sample size in

order to ensure that the distributional assumptions of the test statistics are met [61, 77]. It has been

suggested that the fit indices used in LCA can be expected to function adequately with sample

sizes of roughly 500 respondents, hence, when including the full sample of 658 participants the

sample size in this study would be sufficiently large [61]. Despite this recommendation, LCA

models adjusted for sex and age were made in the initial stage of the analysis, to also visually

inspect the potential differences in the results. Since the results from the age- and sex-adjusted

models were very similar to the results from the LCA with all participants included, and due to

the requirements of LCA, the model with all participants included was considered to be the best

option.

6.4 Strenghts and limitations

In light of current literature, this study is the first study where youth and young adults in

Greenland are identified in subgroups based on terms in upbringing to compare their mental

health outcomes. How the LCA in this thesis builds upon existing knowledge of which conditions

in upbringing that have shown to be important for mental health is the greatest strength of this

study since previous studies have merely focused on the youth in general. This thesis showed

meaningful differences in mental health outcome between subgroups with different conditions

in upbringing, moreover, that strong ties to Inuit culture enhances mental health independent of

Danish language proficiency and residency at ten years of age. Hence, this thesis contributed with

knowledge on Greenland to an area that has been studied more extensively in Northern Canada

and Alaska [6]. Another major strength of the study is that the thesis is done in collaboration

with NIPH who have been monitoring the health of the Greenland Inuit since 1993 and have

increased the focus on the mental health of the youth and young adults in their latest Health

Survey in Greenland [24]. The access to such extensive data material was also a strength of the

collaboration. Due to the logistics in Greenland data collection is timely and expensive [78];

hence it would not have been possible to obtain a sample with such size and representativeness

if data-collection was made within the period of this 1-year master thesis [75]. In addition, the

use of LCA with distal variables can be perceived as a strength of the study since this method has

shown to outperform other classify-analyze practices [79].

There were several limitations related to this thesis. One thing that can be perceived as a

limitation was the fact that the response rate decreased slightly from the previous surveys,

resulting in a response rate of 52 %. This can cause the type of selection bias called non-response

bias, where, even in a random sample, certain people omit to participate [17, 75, 80]. How

this non-response bias influence the results can, however, be difficult to predict. However, the

relatively low response rate naturally affected the external validity and makes it more difficult
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to draw conclusions on the population as a whole [75]. Furthermore, it can be assumed that

the people who omit to participate represent a more vulnerable part of the population, which is

perhaps making the results underestimated.

This thesis included twenty respondents who answered that they lived outside of Greenland

when they were ten years, which could potentially affect the internal and external validity [75].

Yet, due to the low number and since they were part of a stratified random sample, it was

considered to strengthen the representativeness of the study if these respondents were included

[17]. Moreover, it is a part of latent class analysis that participants with missing values are

included, which was the case for all included variables where, e.g. some of the variables on

ACEs had more than 100 missing values [60]. The relatively high number of missing values in

ACEs can be seen as a weakness of the study that can affect the conclusions that can be drawn.

It is a well-known phenomenon in survey methodology that some people, to a greater extent,

fail to answer parts of the questionnaire leading to missing data bias [80]. Then again, the bias

caused by the missing values were possibly reduced by their inclusion in the LCA model [60].

Additionally, the posterior probabilities for class membership were sufficiently high in each class

despite the missing values.

The decision to include Class 4 in the analysis, despite this class was having the lowest posterior

probability of 0.70, and likewise included the smallest percentage of the population (14 %) can

also be perceived as a weakness. With few significant differences in mental health outcome, this

class could not be compared with the other classes to the extent that was expected. However, this

class was kept in the analysis since it showed to be very distinct from the other classes. This was

mainly with regard to their low values in traditional activities and relations to older generations,

which was seen as an essential contribution to this study. Finally, if a new study were made with

a sample size sufficiently large for divided LCA models, it would perhaps strengthen the study

if models were made respectively for the whole sample and adjusted for sex and age. Despite

these weaknesses, this thesis contributed with more knowledge to the understanding of how

conditions in upbringing affect the mental health of the youth and young adults in Greenland.
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7 Conclusion

The use of LCA with distal variables has allowed this study to explore and present a more

segmented and detailed view of the Greenlandic youth and young adults concerning mental

health, than what has previously been described in the literature. Through an assessment of

relevant fit indices and posterior probabilities, the results show that four distinct subgroups

exist among youth and young adults in Greenland when considering conditions in upbringing.

Moreover, these subgroups have diverse mental health outcomes.

Individuals growing up with the combination of an absence of ACEs and with strong ties to

Inuit culture have the best mental health outcomes. This combination fosters good mental health

independent of whether the individuals grew up in a settlement or town and independent of

Danish language proficiency. Nevertheless, the thesis also shows, in line with previous research,

that individuals growing up with ACEs have the poorest mental health outcomes. Furthermore,

this thesis shows that a significant proportion of the youth and young adults have ACEs and

that the ACEs investigated in this thesis often co-occur. Another interesting finding of this thesis,

although not statistically significant, suggests that disruption from Inuit culture negatively affects

mental health. However, this association needs to be investigated further with a larger sample

size. Regarding the measures for mental health outcome, this thesis suggests that the three

indicators for positive mental health were not successful in distinguishing between the youth

and young adults in Greenland when considering disparities in mental health.

7.1 Public health implications & future research

Since the increase in suicide rates and mental health problems after 1970, mental health among

youth and young adults have been a public health concern in Greenland and have been studied

widely. Based on the findings in this thesis, future research, initiatives and interventions for

mental health should consider the Greenlandic youth through a more segmented approach,

while having a strong emphasis on ACEs as well as an incorporation of Inuit culture and

traditions. Furthermore, it seems apparent that initiatives and intervention with a focus on Inuit

culture and traditions should be introduced or strengthened not only in settlements but also in

larger towns since the measures for Inuit culture and traditions showed to be protective for the

mental health independent of childhood residency. Moreover, in light of the results of this thesis

and the national suicide rates, initiatives and interventions on mental health can perhaps benefit

from expanding the age-span of their target groups.

Since the results show that a substantial part of the youth and young adults is differentiated

through better mental health outcomes relative to the rest of the sample, this should be set in

context to populations outside of Greenland. This will allow future research to further assess the

degree of thrivingness in the subgroups with the best mental health outcomes.
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The majority of studies on protective factors for mental health have used a qualitative method.

Hence, it would enhance the knowledge on the association between protective factors related

to Inuit culture and mental health if this was also included in more quantitative studies. This

will require that the topics emerging from the qualitative research will be implemented and

investigated further in surveys.

In light of the results of this thesis, it is necessary to continue the focus on prevention of

alcohol problems, violence and sexual abuse. Future research and interventions can, moreover,

benefit from a focus on how culturally appropriate efforts with an emphasis on including the

community can help to shed light on the issues concerning ACEs. Since the cultural disruption,

ACEs, suicide rates and mental health problems are closely concatenated, research on each of

these topics can benefit from a holistic approach with an emphasis on Inuit culture and traditions

as protective factors for mental health. As protective factors for mental health have been studied

more extensively in Canada and Alaska, the consistency of the results of this thesis advocate for

continued collaboration on mental health in the Arctic regions. Collaboration on research as well

as on how to create successful interventions and eventually to improve the mental health of the

youth and lower the suicide rates. Finally, it seems that in order to lower the suicide rates and

enhance the mental health in Greenland, these results highlighted the importance of a continued

focus on ACEs as well as incorporating traditionally relevant approaches.
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Appendix

A. Missing values

Figure 7: Missing values

B. Correlation matrix for upbringing variables

Measures Residence Violence Alc. prob. Sex. abuse Trad. act. Rel. to old gen. Speak danish
Residence 1
Violence 00.10 1
Alc. prob. 00.01 00.55 1
Sex. abuse 00.19 00.29 00.20 1
Trad. act. 00.02 00.07 00.09 00.08 1
Rel. to old gen 00.26 00.08 00.08 00.06 00.20 1
Speak danish 00.39 00.03 00.03 00.18 00.07 00.06 1

C. Correlation matrix for distal variables

Measures Self-rated health Suicide ideation GHQ Kessler WEMWBS Cantril ladder
Self-rated health 1
Suicide ideation 00.07 1
GHQ 00.31 00.14 1
Kessler 00.15 00.26 00.26 1
WEMWBS 00.12 00.10 00.10 00.11 1
Cantril Ladder 00.26 00.13 00.25 00.20 00.27 1
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